The interface set for the EMC testing shielded chamber

Abstract. Modern electronic systems including wired and wireless communication ports impose the requirement to equip EMC test lab with various additional interfaces which are necessary to support all operational modes of device under test during EMC tests. The paper describes such EMC testing chamber interfaces, which allow bidirectional wired and wireless data transfer between the tested device and auxiliary technical means placed outside the testing space.
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Introduction

All electronic devices have to fulfill given EMC requirements. As the modern electronic equipment increasingly use both wired and wireless transmission paths for communication with other devices and systems, there arises a problem to ensure the necessary data transfer during EMC testing in closed shielded chamber. So the test laboratory has to be equipped by the various wired (current and voltage inputs/outputs, serial communication standards - LAN, USB, RS232, RS485...) and wireless (Wi-Fi, WiMAX, Bluetooth, GSM/GPRS, GPS etc. [1, 2]) transmission paths to be able to operate equipment under test (EUT) in all operational modes [3] including interactive communication with external cooperating devices or systems. The EUTs, which use modern transmission paths for their operation, affect the measurement conditions or conditions of EMC test. A shielded chamber prevents the wireless communication in principle. Wired signal transfer path between devices located inside and outside the chamber requires filtering in wide frequency range to suppress undesired propagation of measured or testing fields and signals. Then modification of the measurement procedure is necessary and the anechoic shielded chamber, as site for radiated emission measurement and immunity test, has to be equipped with an additional apparatuses that enable wired or wireless data transfer through chamber walls.

At our institution the shielded chamber with the cable and wireless interfaces is used not only for EMC testing but also for applied research [4, 5, 6].

The EMC tasks performed

A. Radiated emissions measurement

During this measurement the EUT is placed on the supporting table or on the floor of the shielded chamber. The chamber is in a semianechoic configuration – conducting metallic floor creates reflective plane [7]. The antenna and the EUT form the two foci of imaginary ellipse, creating an obstruction-free area, which defines a minimum area free from scatterers of electromagnetic (EM) field. Technical equipment in the chamber must enable EUT to rotate around its axis and antenna to adjust the height in the range of 1 ÷ 4 m above a conductive floor of the chamber (Fig. 1). The automated measuring system measures radiated emissions at various positions of the EUT and the antenna. Then it compares the measured emissions with the limit values given in the relevant standard [7].

B. RF electromagnetic field immunity tests

The workplace for testing immunity against RF EM field is in Fig. 2. In anechoic shielded chamber (there are absorbers arranged on the floor between the antenna and the EUT), the chain “generator – power amplifier – antenna” creates quasi-homogeneous EM field of intensity 3 or 10 V/m. Field frequency has to change by 1 % step in the frequency range from 80 to 1000 MHz (event. 6000 MHz). The EM wave polarization is changed by antenna rotation. The EUT is situated on the non-conducting table so that feed, power and signal cables (terminated to auxiliary equipments (AE)) of length 1 m are situated on the table orthogonally to EM wave propagation [8].

Cable interfaces of shielded chamber

Various metallic data transmission paths, which connect the EUT and the AEs, are often combined in electrical practice. The design of transmission path goes out the supposed transmission distance, the volume of transmitted data, the operating environment and application of the technical standards. In view of the EMC requirements the EM emission elimination and immunity of transmission path
and its interfaces against EM disturbance come to the foreground.

By the EMC tests some of AEs is located in the shielded chamber but in many cases some of AEs is located outside the chamber. Moreover, the behavior of the EUT often needs to be monitored during the tests. This means that it is required to lead out of the chamber any of the EUT signal transmission paths and connect it to the relevant technical equipment. Then the shielded chamber should be equipped with various interfaces to perform the data transmission. They are described in the following text.

A. LAN interface

The LAN interface is used very often in technical practice. Our chamber has a LAN interface with appropriate filter supplemented by POE power system (Power over Ethernet) located on the chamber wall. The interface allows testing for example: the Web cameras with LAN, the Wi-Fi access-points, the IP phones, the sensors of electric and nonelectric quantities which are powered via the LAN interface exclusively, etc.

B. USB interface

USB is very popular connection method of peripherals to the computer, or other technical equipment, which includes any computer or microcontroller. So the USB hub and appropriate commercial filter set is another interface of our chamber. The USB interface allows connection of USB data channel of EUT and moreover it gives possibility to connect some convertors, which use the bus RS485, RS422 or RS232.

C. Signal feed through filters

Another part of the wired interfaces is a set of six feed through filters placed on the wall of the chamber. They can be used for bidirectional transmission of voltage and current signals between the EUT and the AEs located outside the chamber. A typical example of their application is the measurements of EUT output voltage or current by multimeter, which is part of an automated measuring system. The system allows error quantification of EUT behavior in case of the tests of immunity against RF EM field according to EN 61000-4-3 [9]. Each filter consists from a cascade of two coaxial filters (rated to 16 A, 250 V AC). The attenuation in the frequency range from 30 to 1000 MHz is more than 80 dB (Fig. 3). Another application of these filters is the transfer of an atypical supply voltage for EUT from outside the chamber (there is a standard 3 × 230V AC/40 A inside of the chamber).

D. Coaxial feed throughs

Some coaxial feed throughs (by N-type connectors) located on the wall of the chamber use to transfer signals via coaxial shielded cables. Cables terminated with other types of connectors can be connected by various types of connector reductions. Location of the throughs is designed so that the most of the coaxial cables can be placed in the cable conduit under the chamber floor. The most of them are intended for measuring systems of the chamber but some may be intended for the operation of the EUT.

E. Throughs for optical cables

Some throughs for optical cables are located on the wall of the chamber. Their geometrical dimensions provide attenuation (between the chamber and the outside of it) in the working frequency band of the chamber over 100 dB.

Wireless interfaces of shielded chamber

A. Radiated emissions measurement of EUT using wireless transmission paths

Wireless communication of the EUT requires creating a connection, which provides bidirectional data transmission between the EUT and AE situated outside the shielded chamber. In our case we tried to find a solution of a connection between the EUT and mobile phone/data networks (GSM). Technical realization for other wireless networks is similar. GSM connection to the EUT needs a communication system (outside shielded chamber) consisting of GSM antenna and repeater that receives and amplifies signal of nearby base stations. This signal is transferred via coaxial cables and feed-through to the GSM antenna inside the chamber. The communication system is shown in Fig. 4. Location of the GSM antenna inside the chamber and GSM signal level have to be chosen to enable EUT a reliable communication, while the measuring antenna should receive GSM signal of sufficiently low level (ideally less than relevant limit level, but definitely cannot exceed maximal input power of a measuring preamplifier). High level of signal can cause a malfunction of the measuring preamplifier and then a degradation of the measurement.

Fig. 4: GSM communication system

Several GSM antenna locations may be chosen in a shielded chamber (8.5×4.5×4.5 m): These locations have to fulfill following requirements: minimal interference with the obstruction-free area, antenna main lobe cannot direct to...
the receiving antenna and also a convenient connection of GSM signal to the antenna.

Our experiments were performed with several types of vertically polarized antenna (ROD, YAGI, HORN, LOG-PERIODIC) which were situated in the several positions in the chamber. The EM numerical simulator FEKO was used for analysis of optimal GSM antenna position and the simulation results were verified by measurements [10]. In Fig. 5 it is shown a plan of the chamber with a proven alternative placement of GSM antennas for measurement radiated emissions setup of EUT, which operates in GSM mode.

In this case the situation is more complicated because antenna (in the same position as the receiving antenna in the previous case) creates EM fields with intensity up to 10 V/m. Although the GSM antenna, which is connected to the GSM router, is not situated directly in area with a nominal value of EM field, relatively high voltage at antenna output can disrupt the operation of the GSM, or even damage the router. An example of the measured output voltage of the GSM antenna situated in the EM field of 10 V/m is shown in Fig. 7. This situation occurs in case of all the tested antennas and in both positions. In regard to absence of narrow band antenna it is necessary to use high pass microwave filter at the GSM antenna output. Thus, it is possible to test the EUT in 80 – 600 MHz range. From many years of EMC testing experience, one can conclude that the most of failures is rising in this range due to the prescribed cabling length.

On the other side by testing at frequencies close to GSM900 it is necessary to transfer GSM signal directly by shielded cable to the EUT port for GSM antenna. Usually the frequencies above 1 GHz are not important, because the most of standards does not include them and moreover the most of EUT does not have problems in this band.

Conclusion

In this paper the EMC shielded chamber interfaces of wired and wireless signal transmission path are described. Only this important additional supporting equipment allows the measurement and testing of EMC properties of modern electronic devices using sophisticated communication services for their operation by preservation of correct real operational conditions of the EUT.
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Fig. 6: ROD antenna at position 1 radiates to receiving antenna

Fig. 7: Voltage at GSM antenna output
(blue colour – without filter, green colour – with filter)

Comparison of the EM field values in the receiving antenna positions shows using HORN or YAGI antenna in the position 2 suits for GSM field excitation best. The rod antenna at position 1 fairly radiates to the receiving antenna, but this is very practical solution. For example, in Fig. 6 is shown simulated EM field distribution when ROD antenna is used for the GSM-900. However it is necessary to be careful with output level of the GSM repeater, mainly to not exceed the input power of the antenna’s preamplifier. The analysis in the [10] shows that values of EM field in a position of the receiving antenna may slightly exceed the limit values prescribed by general EMC standards, however there is no risk of preamplifier saturation or of the measurement distortion at these levels.

B. RF electromagnetic field immunity test of EUT using wireless transmission

In this case the situation is more complicated because antenna (in the same position as the receiving antenna in the previous case) creates EM fields with intensity up to tens of V/m. Although the GSM antenna, which is connected to the GSM router, is not situated directly in area with a nominal value of EM field, relatively high voltage at antenna output can disrupt the operation of the GSM, or even damage the router. An example of the measured output voltage of the GSM antenna situated in the EM field of 10 V/m is shown in Fig. 7. This situation occurs in case of...